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Dear Pets’ Mews Reader,


Long enough have the plushies suffered under human rule! 


They use torture instruments on us that they call washing machines!  Long 
enough have we had to follow their made-up rules, weren't allowed credit cards, 
and had to go on diets just because our humans were on a diet!  No more, I say!


That is why I'm campaigning for office, together with my running mate 
@OriginalCow! 


Vote for us in the US presidential election in 2020 -- as much and often as 
possible, and I will bring honour back to the colour orange! #fluffycow2020


Turn to page 2 to read my manifesto.

Hello Everyone,

Happy Midsummer / 
Midwinter.

We’ve got a cracking issue 
for you this month.  Our 
very own Plushie 
Presidential candidate is 
after your brains, I mean 
votes, (please note, the 
views expressed in his 
article are not necessarily 
that of the editor or 
publication and all 
disclaimery stuff like that), 
and we have a round up of 
the wonderful 
CampHooplaHooray 2019!

Happy reading,

Love,

Tipsy xxx

Благодаря Доечке 
@doyka_and_hedge 
газету Pets Mews теперь 
можно читать на 
русском!

https://www.travelswithmy-

cat.com/pets'-mews:-

Plushie of all countries, unite! 
by: @fluffys_fun_adventures 
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I will solve the problems of this planet in 10 
simple steps: 

1. End all wars by removing all borders. If there are no countries, 
they can't fight each other. I mean duh! It's that simple, how did 
humans not think of that? And everybody who still wants to fight 
-- I'll eat their brains.


2. No more destroying of this planet! It's my property, and I won't 
allow humans to break it!


3. I will end unemployment by giving every plushie their own 
human butler.


4. Create important ministries like the Ministry of Cookie Research, the Ministry of Brain Agriculture, 
and the Ministry of Science and Witchcraft.


5. Create a specialised plushie postal service that delivers same-day and never loses any mail.


6. Make education free for everybody, and mandatory for the lifetime of all Fox News viewers.


7. Use magic to turn all guns into candy sticks. If humans still want to hurt others with that, I'll eat 
their brains.


8. Legalise all cookies. The cookie monster had a medical problem, he's not a criminal! Well, except 
when he stole all those cookies and that car... I digress. So flood the market with cheap and safe 
cookies that are sold in a pharmacy with clean cutlery! Treat everybody who wants to get off the 
cookie - for free.


9. Speaking of free healthcare: I want that. I need my human subjects to be in good shape so they 
can serve me. In regard to plushie healthcare: Chocolate and booze will be declared a medicine and 
provided for free in vending machines on every street corner.


10. Do I even have to mention it? It's none of my business whom 
you marry: Gay, straight, inter-
species, couples, throuples, 
objects, historical landmarks... 
Whatever makes you and your 
significant other(s) happy!

https://www.instagram.com/travelswithmycat/
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#CampHooplaHooray2019 Round Up

#plushiesbuildbridges and have a lot of fun doing so!  We have a 
wonderful update from Hope @honeygrovebears:  Between selling 
camp kits and GoFundMe we raised $610. Funds went to Texas Lions 
Camp to help a chronically ill, handicapped or special needs child 
attend camp. I had 14 counsellors who helped oversee the 8 different 
hashbrowns at camp. It was the 4th year of camp. 


I will have postcards for sale (once they arrive in my post box) and will 
be selling them on my Etsy shop. 

@PlushieWear is selling the camp t-shirts with a portion of sells going 
to help a kid attend camp too (will add to that $610). 


There were 830 posts 
for this fabulous event, 
here are just a teeny 
tiny few that we picked 
out.  Thank you to 
@ior_polarbear (top 
left), @dollythedinosaur, 
(top right), 

@minkeysadventures 
(bottom left - check out 
their post for the 
video!), and 
@travel_bunny_diary 
(bottom right) for their 
lovely camp photos.


Don’t forget, you can 
feature your #plush-
iesbuildbridges stories 
with us, just get in 
touch.  Or to feature 
your photo, use the 
hasbrown #plushie-
pawmission.
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